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The Editor’s Musings
Moon Week

I

f it wasn’t already
abundantly obvious, this summer
marks the 50th anniversary of the first lunar landing.

interest in our hobby.
Our July launch is intentionally scheduled for the
actual anniversary of the
landing itself, and clubs
across the country have
all done the same.

power. SLS is years
behind schedule, and
the space program in
general lacks the collective motivation that
JFK was able to imbue
it with in the 1960s.

It is also a good time to
On the other hand,
reflect on the overall sig- there are several prinificance and achievevate companies with
ment that the Apollo pro- developing space program represents. It is
grams. University
being called perhaps the rocketry teams
greatest engineering
abound. People like to
achievement that manbuy NASA tee-shirts a
Target. Space science
This is reaching into all kind has ever accomplished.
Ever.
is undergoing a resursorts of facets of life:
gence in popularity.
In just eleven and a half
-The National Park
Perhaps the stage is
Service is projecting a years from the time
NASA launched its very
being set for a second
life-size image of the
first
satellite
into
orbit,
space race, one which
Saturn V on the Washthey managed to put two will push us even furington Monument.
guys on the surface of
ther into the black.
-I read an article today the moon and bring
Either way, this is an
on Jalopnik.com (a pri- them home again—and
exciting time for rockmarily automotive en- then repeat the feat five
thusiast blog) that dis- more times. If that isn’t etry and space fans!
cussed how radically
inspiring, I don’t know
the Apollo Program
what is.
had advanced technoNow the
logical development.
Table of Contents:
real trick is
-Of course, the conto see
About URRG
16
spiracy nuts are in a
whether or
BOD Corner
12
fervor about landing
not this act
hoaxes (seriously?).
can be folClub Calendar
16
lowed.
The
-And Dr. Becky’s
Editor Column
2
truth of the
YouTube channel has
El Presidente
3
posted a video regard- matter is
that
Apollo
Featured
Rocket
6
ing the practical science that was learned occurred
Kit Review
7
under an
from the Apollo proMarketplace
15
extremely
gram in general.
unique set
NARCON Report
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The wall-to-wall cover- of circumRumors
4
age that the anniverstances and
sary is generating is
had a masSpring Launches
4
sure to put space exsive budget
Treasury Chest
3
ploration, space scito work
URRF6 Photos
10
ence, and rocketry in
with.
the forefront of the
URRF6 Rocket
10
imaginations of a lot of Today,
URRF6
Wrap
Up
8
NASA
has
a
people.
tiny fraction
With any luck, this ex- of the
posure ought to drive
spending
I write this on the anniversary of the Apollo
11 launch, while
watching an interview
with Michael Collins,
and media coverage is
reaching a fever pitch.
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El Presidente

H

ello everyone, I
wanted to inform all of you
that I need to lower
my involvement with
the running of the Club
and intend to step
down as the URRG
President.
I will stay
on the BOD
in the new
role of BOD
Advisor.
Within this
new role, I
will participate as a
active voting member, and
continue to
provide
support
and guidance to the
BOD and
our club.
In respect to this decision, I have been involved with a rocket
club since the New
Year's Day Launch with
MARS in 2000. That
same day, I got involved with helping to
run a big launch
(NYPOWER).
Later, I was asked by
the President to become the VP. Two
years later, I became
the President of MARS
and the Launch Director of NYPOWER.

Youth Rocketry Group,
(PYRO). With PYRO, I
was the Chairman of
the BOD and the club
President. In 2009, I
was a Co-LD for LDRS
28 and the LD for
MUCKFEST 1 and 2
over the next two
years.
While we were planning for LDRS 31, the
Club became URRG
and I became the
President and LD of
LDRS 31. After LDRS
31, I stepped back
from the BOD but
helped where and
when I could with the
club in planning all the
URRF's.
Two years ago, I was
asked to rejoin the
BOD as the VP. Later
that year I became
your Acting President
and was subsequently
voted in as the official
President.
Yes, I'm stepping
down now but I will
still be a part of the
BOD and help out
where I can. As you
can see, I've been doing this for some 19 ½
years now and I would
like to have some fun
flying my own rockets.

Larry’s Treasury Chest

T

his year, the club
has really benefitted from the
progressive leadership
and help from the
many
new
members
who have
engaged
in helping
get things
accomplished.

to the road improvements. The increased
membership and URRF
numbers have helped
take care of that, while
leaving reserves
for future plans.

I have to say
this has been
the club’s best
year - not only
financially, but
in seeing how so
many are working as a team to build
Our membership has
seen an increase, with the club and support
many new faces. URRF it's membership.
6 was a real success;
I look forward to the
the number of regismany improvements
tered flyers broke all
the club will be able to
previous URRFs.
do with so many workThis year the club ded- ing together.
icated significant funds
Larry Weibert

URRF—By the Numbers
URRF:

6

High power lights:

218

Low power flights:

260

Certification flights:

21

Total fliers:

140

New club members:

10

I'll see you all on the
Rocket Range,
Sincerely yours,

Mike “Dutch” DuchIn 2004, a group of us nevich
came to Potter and
started the Potter Upscale Jenga at Country Charm
after a long day of URRFing
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Spring Launches

S

pring is a tricky
time of year to
get out to a
launch site in the
northeast.
So, it follows

that the first
launch of the season—in late April—
was a total bust. The
field was soggy, the
road was a mud bog
and the snow was
blowing through sideways.
So, it was to great relief that
May 18th
rolled
around
with fair
skies and
a dry
farm.
The work
that had
been
started
on road
improvements
also was

a boon to getting folks
into the site without
drama.
Both days were sunny
with moderate winds.
Though Saturday was
the more popular flying day, Sunday saw
a number of great
flights as well.

With
bare
fields,
this was
clearly
the time
to get
into the
air; if
you lost
your
rocket
among
the corn
this

time,
your
rocket
was
under

ground.
Fortunately,
that didn’t particularly
happen,
with perhaps one
exception...

Rocketry Rumors & Nebulous

W

ell, URRF6 is
behind us and
we have a
chance to catch our
breath. So, its time to
also catch up on
what’s new.
High power vendors
Wildman and MAC Performance have teamed
up with a jointly
-designed
rocket
The Menace 442 is 4”
in diameter, 4-finned,
and sold by 2 vendors.
The MAC version is
phenolic canvas,
whereas the Wildman
kit is fiberglass. It
sells for $199 from either vendor.
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Fans of the Mega Der
Red Max will rejoice—
erockets.biz has introduced a plywood centering ring kit and an
upgrade fin kit that
reproduces the laminated design from the
original.
Combine these with

MAC Performance Image

the body tube and
nose cone that are still
available from Estes,
and you’ve got a clone
quasi-kit readily available. The fins are
$24.99, the rings are
$7.99. Estes sells the
body tube for $11.99

and the nose
cone for $18.99.
The Potter Rocketeer
had a brief conversation with Ray DiPaola
at URRF6. Ray, with
Eric Henderson, recently purchased
Fliskits from Jim Flis.
Ray
described
having
rooms
full of
rocket
parts,
as they
work hard at getting
Fliskits back up and
running.
He test-flew several
kits that they are in
the process of reintroducing, including the
SPAD, Drake, and the
ACME Spitfire. They

plan to, eventually,
relaunch all (or at
least most) of the kits
that Jim had for sale.
To commemorate the
50th anniversary of
the Apollo 11 moonlanding, LEGO has introduced a new Creator-series kit.
The NASA Apollo 11
Lunar Lander, kit
#10266, contains
1087 pieces and is
scaled to the standard
LEGO mini-figure.
The kit nicely compliments their Apollo Saturn V kit, and retails
for $99.99. Find it at
www.lego.com or at
your local LEGO store.
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Featured Rocket: Saturn V

T

he mighty Saturn V. What
more can we
possibly say about the
most powerful rocket
to ever successfully
fly?

When president Kennedy calmly told the
world in 1962 that the
United States would
put a man on the
moon before the decade was out, NASA
still did not have a
clear handle on how
they would accomplish
the task.

It would take manpower, technology,
and funding—not to
mention
shear will
and tenacity—at a level
that the
space agency
had yet to
comprehend.
Putting
Americans on
the moon
would also
take the development of
heavy-lift
workhorse
that could
loft high
payloads
into orbit,
and do so
unfailingly. The Saturn V was that workhorse.

the successful
completion of the
Saturn V design.

earth orbit, at
310,000 pounds to
LEO.

The Saturn V was primarily intended as a
moonshot vehicle, but

Rocketeers would also
like to know that the
total thrust of the first
NASA Image

it was also used to loft
the Skylab space station after the Apollo
program was concluded.

Though the Saturn V
was developed under
The Saturn V stood
the direction of
363 feet tall, was 33
NASA’s Marshal
Space Flight Center, feet in diameter, and
weighed over 6.5 milit was the result of
lion pounds.
design and
The first stage It is still the
engineering
generated an heaviest, tallcontribution
from a mulastounding est, and most
titude of
35,100kN of thrust powerful
rocket to acsuppliers
tually become
spread across the
flightworthy.
country.

Apollo 11 Saturn V sits on
the launch pad
NASA Image
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Boeing, Douglas Aircraft, IBM, North
American Aviation,
Grumman, and Rocketdyne were all major contributors to

According to Wikipedia, the Saturn V still
holds records for the
heaviest payload
launched and the largest payload into low-

stage was an astounding 35,100,000 N,
generated by its 5 F-1
engines.
The Saturn V was
flown 13 times—all
successfully—though
18 total were constructed. Three of
those were for ground
-test purposes (maybe
to check deployment
charges?).
So, what does it take
to model the Saturn
V? Well, for starters,
a great deal of patience.
There are several options here. A number
of kits are available in
various scales. The
(cont’d on pg. 12)
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Kit Review: Estes Saturn V #1969

I

have to be up
front about this
before I get started—I haven’t finished
building
this kit at
the time I
go to press.

and detailing, as well
as for the fin fairings.

nozzles,
capsule and Tech Specs
escape
Manufacturer:
Estes
For this vertower are
sion of the
Type:
Scale—Manned Flight
also injeckit, specifition modScale:
1/100
cally the
eled pieces.
50th AnniBody Diameter:
3.96”
versary reSo, what
issue (kit
does $90
Length:
43.9”
The Estes
#1969), Es- buy you
5.5oz (Mfg. spec)
Saturn V is
tes did make from Estes? Weight:
a complia bit of effort Opening
Motor Mount:
24mm
cated kit
to upgrade
the box,
Recovery:
2-24”, 1-18” chutes
and has a
things from
there sevreputation
earlier vari- eral tubes
Price:
$89.99
as a diffiants.
and coucult build.
plers of
For starters,
Revel. On the whole,
varying sizes, all the
However,
the fins
you do get rather a lot
typical Estes quality.
the fundathemselves
for your money—
There are several
mentals of
are no longespecially if
sheets of vacuumthe coner vacuumyou buy from a
formed parts. There
struction
formed, but
vendor such as
are the aforemenare not
rather are
A.C. Supply,
tioned injectionoutside reach of an
now injection molded.
molded parts, a couple that routinely
experienced low-power This makes them both
sells for 40%
of sheets of carboard
builder, especially one more durable and also
off.
centering rings, three
that has built a few
a bit
paraThe first thing
detailed scale (or scieasier
chutes, you should do
fi) type rockets.
to cope
a bag of is review the
with
small
With that said, Estes
instructions
while
parts
has seen fit to rate this
from cover to
assemlike mo- cover. This is
kit as skill-level 4
bling.
tor
(Master). There is
definitely not
There
mount
good cause for this.
an Alpha III,
is also
bits and and you’ll want
Although the airframe
a newnose
construction is not terto be aware of
ly
weight
ribly unconventional,
the nuances of
tooled
clay
the devil is, as is said,
this model’s construcpaysquares, tion before you begin.
in the details.
load
and
adaptThe Saturn V kit fasheet of Construction actually
er
mously makes use of
full-color begins with the motor
piece
vacuum-formed parts
mount, like most kits.
water
that is
for many of those deThis particular mount
slide
also
tails. These take the
is for 24mm motors.
Saturn V Parts Layout
decals.
injecform of the body
Estes keeps the basic
tion molded, eliminat- There is also a 1/100
wraps, which give it
configuration of years
ing a tricky conical
scale plastic model kit past, but
scale surface texture
(cont’d on pg. 11)
wrap. The display
of the LEM, made by
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URRF 6 Recap
By Jerry Briggs
Photos: Rick Barnes

W

e truly need
to start off
with a big
thank you to all our
URRF 6 volunteers,
URRG members, Vendors, Torrey Farms,
and the local Penn Yan
Community. URRF 6
was a terrific event
and truly enjoyed by
all!
We have received a
fair
amount
of feedback
from
URRF 6
flyers,
members, and
volunteers.
We have
begun
the process of
gathering
and organizing
the information
received.
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Over the next few
months we will be
making changes and
adjustments where
needed based on
feedback received.
Keep an eye out for
communication updates based on your
feedback via e-mail
and social media.
Some stats on URRF
6. Due to mother nature, we had two full
days of flight time,
Saturday and Sunday.
A fantastic two days
of flying with beautiful
weather and
clear skies!
Over the two
days we had:

On top of a great
event, a-lot of new
memories were creat260 Low Power
ed, some bonding
Flights
time with old friends
218 High Pow- and a few new build
er Flights
tips and tricks were
shared.
21 Certification
flights (Thank
We have such a great
you TAP’s BFR community of Rocketand LCO
eers and volunteers.
teams!)
Everyone is willing to
extend a helping hand
10+ New
when needed, share
URRG memsome guidance, or
bers
even a “Oh yeah,
Overall, a 20% don’t feel so bad, I did
increase from
that once or twice myURRF 5!
self” story.

As I walked around
the event, I was fortunate enough to see a
few seasoned flyers
helping some firsttime fliers with their
rocket.
Helping
someone with
achieving their
first
successful
flight,
cert
flight—
or even
lending
a shoulder to
lean on
when
your
rocket
became
one with
the
earth—
are all
great
memories to be a part of.
Speaking of memories, we have a new
URRG member that
made the local Chronicle Express newspaper, Natalie Yonts.

2019 2nd Quarter
Natalie is a sharp 13
years old and has
some serious aspirations of becoming a
Space X engineer, and
she prefers her office
to reside in orbit!

engineer.

Natalie
was
made
aware of
our club
and hobby
through
our
URRG
outreach
program.
She already
had an
interest
and
thoughtout plan
of perusing her
interest
in becoming a
true
space

For Natalie, learning
of our hobby and local
club and actually fly
rockets was like kid
who was about to get
their driving permit -

The Potter Rocketeer
she was all over it! We
are proud to have Natalie as a new member of both our club,
hobby and community. It would be truly
something special if
our community becomes a key steppingstone on Natalie’s
path to perusing her
dreams.
To read more about
her interest and journey to becoming a
Space X engineer,
please go to https://
www.chronicleexpress.com/ and
search for Natalie
Yonts in
the Chronicle Express
“search
bar”.
For me
personally,
this is one
best parts
of our
hobby and
community, the
ability to
be a part
of something like
this and
have a lit-

tle fun along the way.
As we move forward,
the URRG board of
directors will be discussing additional infrastructure changes
to our club. All in the
effort to make flying
with URRG an enjoyable and safe experience for all.
Our last major improvement was the
access road to our
site, which was well
needed. The road project is 80% completed. We have a few
spots in the road that
need repair yet,
and a few
spots need
some
touch up
work.
We plan to
have the
road completed by
spring of
2020, if
not sooner.

Additional
improvements being considered is a

new URRG / URRF
website, operational
equipment,
along with
improved processes and
procedures.
So again,
keep an eye
on your email and social media as
we will post
updates as
we move
along.
Thank you
again to everyone who
participated
in URRF 6, we
could not
have made
this happen
without you!
We hope you
all truly enjoyed the
event, and we
look forward
to seeing you
at our monthly club
launches and
at the URRF 7
event in
2020!
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Once printed, assembly is simple—you
just need to cono commemorate nect the nose
the 6th flying of cone to the
the Upstate Re- rocket body
search Rocketry Festi- with a bit of
val, Riley Keller deKevlar, and
signed a 3D printed
attach your
rocket in the style of
parachute.
the URRG logo.
The nose cone
The URRF6 rocket is
aligns to the
about 2.25 inches in
body with a
diameter, 7 inches
locating pin,
tall, and flies on
and fits onto
18mm motors.

URRF 6 Rocket

T

URRF 6 Photos
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body easily.
Flight characteristic are quite
good; Riley has
demonstrated
that it flies on
B and C motors reliably.
Several vendors were selling preprinted examples at
URRF, however, the

print file is available
on the URRF website.
Don’t have access to a
3D printer? Talk to
Riley at the next
launch, or contact
MAC Performance.
They should be able to
help you out.

You can find the print
file at:
https://urrf.us/urrf-3d
-rocket/
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on top of
that. A bit
of BT58 tubing and the
capsule round out the
assembly. This, functionally, becomes the

Estes Saturn V Continued...
allows the motor block
to be pushed up farther to use E12 motors.
The mount has a long
stuffer tube, using a
long piece of BT50
tube and cardstock
rings.
The motor mount
builds up into the body
tube in a fairly conventional fashion. I used
Titebond II throughout
where the cardboard
was concerned.

Fin & fairing
attached to
the wrap
skin

kit’s nose
cone.

The key to
all this is
to build
light; this
model has
scale fins
The forward section of and proportions. It,
however, lacks a
the airThe real trick scale guidance
frame is
comcame from the fins system to keep it
stable. As such,
prised of
and fairings.
the stability is still
a section
Trimming to fit is marginal.
of BT80
tube,
time consuming Keeping
which is
things
attached to a BT101
light is what
coupler by cardstock
drove the use
centering rings. A paof the vacuumper shroud is installed
formed pieces.
over the top to form
This allows Esthe 2
tes to provide
to 3
very well deintertailed parts,
stage
while keeping
adapthe weight
tor.
down. But the
The
vacuum
molded
formed plastic
adapis around .01
tor for
inches thick,
the
barely more
service
than a couple
module
of hairs. It is
goes
delicate
I wrapped the and a bit
service mod- fussy.
ule in aluminum foil tape
rather than
paint.

So, the
next

steps are to trim out
the main body wraps
and apply them. Estes
recommends spray
contact cement or CA
glue. I opted for the
later, using
BSI thick
formula. I
thought that
might buy
me time to
make adjustments if
needed.
This process
didn't turn
out to bad
for me; applying the vacuum
wraps is not much different from applying
vinyl decal wraps,
which I have done a
few of. The key is to
mark out a
straight reference
line to start from.
The instructions
explain this. If
trimmed properly,
the wraps meet
up well.
I tacked the edge
of the wrap to the
body tube with
CA glue along the
reference line,
then pulled them
around. Three
wraps detail the
main body, whilst
two more are applied to the nose
assembly—one of
which is conical.
(cont’d on pg 12)
Greg Elling’s Saturn
V sits proudly on
the pad at URRF6

Estes RTF
Saturn V

W

ant to fly a
Saturn V rocket, but don’t
want to spend months
building a
Skill-Level
4 kit? Estes has
your back.
Introduced
this past
spring, a
1/200
scale
ready-tofly model
Saturn V is
just what
you’re
looking
for.
This kit is
totally complete out of
the box; you have to
simply attach the parachute. Clear fins are
included to allow scale
fins on the rocket,
while still being stable
in flight. It also comes
with a display stand
that includes nozzles
for the F-1 motors.
The RTF Saturn V is
available as just the
rocket itself for $69.99
and as a launch set,
including pad, controller, etc. for $99.99
from Estes website.
Visit: https://estesrockets.com/
product/002160-saturn-v-1200thscale-ready-to-fly/
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Saturn V Continued...

best known of these is
likely the Estes 1/100
scale model that is
reviewed on
Page 7. For
folks not
wanting to
spend time
building, Estes has introduced a
1/200 scale
ready-to-fly
model as
well.

2019 2nd Quarter
“ant-scale” model.
Though technically
OOP, it is still available from erockets.biz
for the time being.

Also, Fliskits did sell a
micro-maxx scale Saturn V. With any luck,
the brand’s new owners will return that kit
to operational
status.
On the bigger
side of things,
Apogee Rockets
makes a 1/70
scale kit, which
is much like an
upscaled version of the Estes kit. Going
a bit bigger
still, Polecat
Aerospace offered a 10-inch
diameter kit.
While this kit is
a monster, the

However,
there are other choices
too. Dr.
Zooch offered
a 1.6 inch
Estes Saturn V Cont’d...
If the wraps were OK,
the real trick came
from the fins and fairings. The fins are
easy to assemble, but
the trimming the fairings to fit over them
and mate up to the
body wrap was difficult. Do it little by little.

Getting the fin openings fitted and the fairings matched to the
contour of the body
wrap required delicate
trimming with a hobby
knife.

BOD Corner

round basswood strips
to form conduits behe BOD meets
tween the wraps. If
by WebEx every
your wraps are
two weeks to
aligned, then the strips
work well to join the
keep in contact on demolded conduit ends.
veloping issues.

T

The next big trick is
the paint. Roll patterns are tricky
enough, but the corrugated surface adds
challenge for masking.
This is the point I find
myself at now. Perhaps in a future issue I
can update my progress.

Much of the last several months have
been spent in prepping for URRF. A tremendous amount of
work goes on behind
the scenes.

A few notes, now that
the event is behind
us. Effective immediOn the whole, the Sat- ately, Mike Crupe has
urn V kit is pretty well
I used medium thickstepped down from
laid out. It offers a lot
ness BSI CA glue for
the BOD to focus on
of challenge to the exfilling the small gaps
his rocketry business.
that resulted, with rea- perienced builder, but
sonable success. Seg- should by no means be Mike Dutch is resigning as BOD president,
ments of included 1/2- feared by prospective
but will remain on the
builders.
Visit: https://estesrockets.com/
board. Larry Weibert
product/001969-saturn-v/
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availability of it was
not clear at the time
of this writing. According to a post on
TRF by member Chuck
Haislip, it was confirmed that the kit will
come back, but no
word as to when.
Beyond those options,
there are folks that
have chosen to
scratch build their
Saturn V. The most
famous of these undoubtedly was built by
Steve Eves. This
rocket was 1/10th
scale (you read that
right), so it stood 36
feet tall and weighed
almost 1650 pounds.
(cont’d on pg. 15)
will ascend to President once a candidate for Treasurer has
been identified. Until
that time, Jerry Briggs
will be acting President.
Much work has been
done on improving the
access road to the
launch site, which has
been spearheaded by
Jerry & Larry.
URRG is working with
the Penn Yan schools
to help them secure a
grant for starting a
rocketry program.
Mike Dutch will manage the club picnic
attached to the August launch. He will
organize who is bringing what.
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NARCON Report

N

Text & Photos by Steve Spencer

ARCON 2019,
the National Association of
Rocketry Convention,
took place March 1-3
next to Cape Canaveral.
Taking advantage of
the 50th anniversary of
Apollo 11, the program
had many NASA
events and veterans of
that era.
Here are my highlights:
1) Just a few hours
after the Friday night
opening banquet at
the Kennedy Space
Center, SpaceX
launched the first flight
of the new Dragon
Crew Capsule.
Everyone watched
from the hotel parking
lot as the Falcon 9
turned the black early
morning sky (2:45

am)
to
bright
red as it
arched to
the Northeast
to rendezvous
with the ISS.
Even from 10 miles
away, the rumble from
the launch was in a
word… AWESOME!
Had we not done anything else at the convention it would have
already been the best
NARCON ever!

ing system for
model
rockets.

There is something
about the confidence
and swagger of a test
pilot from that era that
is unmistakably the
“right stuff’.
When asked if he ever
got scared? He said, no,
just perhaps a little concerned after he had to
punch out of two airplanes and land one
without fuel for the last
20 miles of flight.

He is now
working on
thrust controlled
landing. If you have
not seen it, please look
it up on YouTube.

That evening my wife
and I were joined by
John Beans of Jolly
Logic fame.

2) At lunch and dinner
on Saturday I wound
up sitting with two of
the technological disruptors in our
hobby. At
lunch I talked
with Joe Bernard of BPS.
Joe got into
rocketry because he decided he
wanted to
work for
SpaceX, but
with only a
Music degree,
that was a
long shot. So,
he taught
himself how
to build a
thrust vector-

Another rocket nerdfest ensued as we all
got our engineering
geeks on.
3) The banquet Speakers on Saturday Night
were three former astronauts and a test
pilot. Col. Al Crews,
the 90-year-old+ test
pilot stole the show.

His concern was that he
would be chewed out by
the Brass for losing two
airplanes. He was a pilot for the military DynaSoar program, and then
the MOL (Manned Orbiting Laboratory) program. This was the
then secret Military mission of
(cont’d on pg. 14)
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NARCON Continued...
placing spy astronauts
in space via a space
shuttle and an orbiting
spy station, as the
successor to
the U-2 program.

The retired shuttle astronauts just looked
with awe and respect
to Col Crews, and now
I know why!

If you never
heard of
these programs,
please
google
them. They
are James
Bond worthy
stories.
This group
of 8 men were the military equivalent of the
Mercury 7. Most of
what I learned about
our dinner guest came
from Google, after the
dinner. He was far to
humble to call himself
the military version of
John Glenn.

4) The sessions on
Saturday were, as always, very interesting.

I learned how to build
a cheap and easy wireless launch system,
saw some plans for a
GPS guided parachute,
learned a lot of trivia
about the Apollo program, and got reminded on why safety
matters from a
briefing by Trip
Barber.
As is typical of any
group of fellow
Rocketeers, for
every question,
there were ten
opinions.
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5) The perfect
bookend to the
weekend was the
extraordinarily indepth tour we got
of the Cape Canaveral Airforce
station. Our
guide, John Hillard, was a walking encyclopedia.

He had worked at the
Cape since he was a
teenager. He later
worked for almost every ‘3 letter’ government agency
that exists and
even was a lead
negotiator for
the SALT treaty
with the Soviets.
His personal history with the
rocketry includes
dating the
daughter of Kurt
DeBus, the right
-hand man to
Wernher Van
Braun. This was our
tour guide on the bus!!
We visited almost all
40 launch pads on the
Cape. A little-known
fact is that the Kennedy Space Center has
only had slightly more
than 100 flights, while
the Airforce base at
the Cape
has had
almost
1500.
We visited the
site and
blockhouse for
Shepard’s
first
flight,
Glenn’s
first
flight, and
quite soberly the
site of the
Apollo 1
fire.
All of the
inactive

and active sites are
much smaller in real
life. The launch control
blockhouse for the
Mercury missions were
only 200 feet from the
pad, and Apollo was
closer than a standard
‘away cell’.
At one of the Mercury
blockhouses there
were signed pictures of
Barbara Eden in her
genie outfit.
After visiting so many
launch sites for public
and secret programs,
for a 6-hour tour, we
felt we had seen it all.
One last observation of
Cape Canaveral. While
it is great at launching
the really big stuff, it
would be a horrible
place to launch our
rockets. Too much
over grown brush, alligators and snakes!
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Saturn V Continued...

Steve successfully
launched and recovered this beast in

2009, flying on 8 Nclass motors surrounding a center Pmotor.
Of course, your
scratch build can be
much more portable
sized. With the popu-

larity of 3D printing
today, even the
smallest details can be
reproduced, and Mark
Hayes at Sticker-

even NASA has quite
a lot of information
that is publicly available.
I would also recommend to anyone interested
(well, anyone
at all) to
watch the feature-length
film Apollo 11,
which was released in theaters earlier
this year. The
70mm archival
footage used
to produce the
film is incredible.

Even if you
missed it on
the big screen
back in the
Shock23 is all set to
spring, you can pick it
print decals for you.
up on DVD & Blueray
now. On 4K screens,
Fortunately, the Satthe fine scale modeler
urn V is incredibly well
can easily pick out dedocumented. Hightails going frame-byresolution photoframe. But seriously,
graphs are a google
search away, and

this film should be in
everyone’s collection.
That’s the Saturn V in
a nutshell. Have fun
building yours!

Above: Skylab is lifted aloft by Saturn
V in May,1973.
Left: A breakdown of the Saturn V by
major contractor contribution.
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Upcoming Events
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527

July 20 & 21—

Launch #4
Apollo 11 50th
August 17 & 18—
Launch #5
September 28 & 29—Launch #6
October 19 & 20—
Launch #7
November 16 & 17— Launch #8

E-Mail:
urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@gmail.com

Copyright © 2019 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY,
one of the finest fields in the
Northeast. The former swamp
nestled in the heart of the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region,
is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July
4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS31, URRF, and LDRS-34.

Off the Pad

www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in
Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501C3 focusing on educational and
research aspects of amateur
rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting
model and high power rocketry,
and are registered as prefecture
#139 with the Tripoli Rocketry
Association and NAR Section
#765.

NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139

We’re on the Web!

About URRG

URRG at Torrey Farms has been
described by Rockets Magazine as
the Northeast's summer time
rocketry destination.
So whether you’re a BAR, an old
timer, or just interested in seeing
some amazing launches, take
some time and visit us during a
launch. We’re looking forward to
seeing you at our next event.
Don’t feed your Gizmos after
midnight, please.

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

